
 

District Administrator Jessica Ramirez of the Central City School District (CCSD) needs some 
deeper information about the principals she supervises. Specifically, she wants the following: 
 

1) The ability to have pre- and post-data about the efficacy of professional development for 
her principles (spanning a 2-year period). 

2) To understand the varying levels of expertise in her district - something to allow 
comparisons around demographics - secondary vs. elementary, years of experience as 
opposed to more junior school leadership 

3) A tool to target formative Professional Development (PD) for her school leaders. 
4) Lastly, the possibility of having a tool to evaluate potential new hires in the same manner 

as current principals.  
 
To this end, Jessica has decided to contract with the Center for Educational Leadership (CEL). 
Instructional leaders from the district will taking CEL’s Measures of Instructional Leadership 
Expertise (MILE) assessment to help determine how well school leadership is able to observe 
and evaluate instruction in a classroom. Improving observational skills will improve the school 
leaders’ ability to guide teachers to effective and powerful learning opportunities.  
 
To this end, Jessica has her administrative person, Anna Jones, contact CEL. Working with 
Jennifer Williams, her contact at CEL, Anna determines a two-week window that will work for 
her district. She also determines the number of people who will take the assessment.  
 
With this information, CEL approaches Commotion (the UW licensing Arm). Commotion then 
prepares a licensing agreement that is agreed upon by both parties.  
 
Once the agreement is complete, the district supplies CEL with the information needed to create 
accounts (name, email currently, some demographic info could also be collected at this point, 
more specifically, job role/title - based on CEL’s controlled vocabulary).  
 
Jennifer currently creates accounts manually for all assesses. She wishes there was a function 
to upload them in bulk.  
 
Once accounts are created, CEL manually triggers a batch email to all participants with 
information on how to access their accounts and retrieve their passwords. Jennifer would like 
some help automating this as well. Overall, the overall input/account creation is very 
time-intensive and cumbersome.  
 
At this point, the assesses have two weeks to take the assessment. As an example, Principal 
Chris Kohler begins the process. Chris is extremely busy with multiple priorities, so he waits until 
the last minute to tackle the assessment. Sometimes Chris approaches tasks that are not 
considered his primary priorities with less diligence than he might otherwise. This is because he 
has so much to do in his day-to-day the MILE assessment is done in the evening after his day is 
done. He is tired and wants things to run as smoothly as possible. Nevertheless, he knows the 
results will be shared with Jessica, so he  wants to do his best. Because of his stress level, a 
smooth UX is important.  
 
He has some difficulty with the initial login. Partly because the invitational invite went to his junk 
mail, and partially because he found the password retrieval and instructions to be a bit arcane.  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JYTlKcDNNZF9tR1E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JNGpablB1eXdscTg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JSjkyak5OMVhlcEE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JbEZabE5TUGZ2TGs


 

 
Once logged in, Chris is presented with a short demographic survey. Then he watches a 15 to 
20-minute video clip of actual classroom instruction. 
 
He then answers, in essay form, several questions about what he observed.  

Questions include: 

–What did you notice – and wonder – about teaching and learning in this classroom? 
–What specific feedback would you give the teacher to help him/her take productive next 
steps in improving instruction? And why? 
–What plan for professional development and support would you suggest for this teacher 
based on what you observed?  That is what does the teacher need to learn, and how 
would you get him/her there? 

There is not an absolute correlation, but generally, longer responses contain more evidence of 
good observation than more concise submissions. CEL currently recommends that assesses 
capture their answers first in Word or other word processing software because of data loss in 
earlier iterations.  
 
During the assessment window, Jennifer manually provides their contact Anna with a daily 
report of assessment progress, primarily who still needs to take the assessment. Ideally, she’d 
have a daily report that Anna could access via an administrative reporting system or dashboard. 
 
Invariably, the assessment is extended past the initial two-week period. Once the assessment is 
closed, scorers are assigned. Currently Jennifer goes in and assigns each assessment to two 
scorers. Assignments depend on the number of assessments the scorers agreed to score. 
Although she wouldn’t always use it, Jennifer wishes there was a feature where she could 
auto-assign assessments. (i.e., give Laura 30 assessments to score randomly, and give Shana 
45).  
 
Scoring is performed by two separate trained educators. In this case, Laura & Shana. These 
scorers are very experienced educators. Neither, however, are technologists, so ease of use is 
extremely important. Additionally, as consultants. they are paid a flat fee per assessment. 
Because of this, they want a system that lets them do this quickly and expediently. They also 
have to coordinate calibrating with each other. If the system could facilitate this in some way, 
they would be grateful (and possibly more willing to score additional assessments).  
 
The scorers read through the responses to look for evidence of expertise in the areas contained 
within the MILE rubric. Currently they are unable to record comments as they assess - this 
would facilitate their explanations of scoring while calibrating.  
 
Laura and Shana would like an easier interface. They would like the ability to sort assessments 
in a variety of ways - by assessment number for ease of calibration, by scorecard number, by 
scored and not scored - any way of sorting them that adds value to their work. They would also 
like the ability to easily open the rubric for reference while scoring.  
 
Laura prefers to use paper for scoring, so she needs the ability to print out the assessments in 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JUDgyZnBXdE85LXM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JOFlWVDQtcUZhcTA


 

an ordered fashion.  
 
Laura and Shana enter a numerical score (1-4) for each assessments. currently the screen is 
too busy. They’d like the rating screen to look like the scorecard review screen - there is too 
much unnecessary text, and too much scrolling needed. They would also like to have a view 
that shows the assessment responses, the above rating grid and the possibility to comment, 
annotate or highlight.  
 
Once all assessments are scored, both scorers communicate to calibrate any discrepancies this 
is extremely time consuming. Ideally a report would be generated to highlight the scoring 
discrepancies apart from the scorecards with agreement. They maintain an inter-rater reliability 
of 85% (but aim for much higher).  
 
Shana wishes there was a scorer’s dashboard that provided information at a glance - how many 
assessments are done, how many to do, what’s the due date, who are they calibrating with, etc. 
They would like a screen to show their calibrations - a display of their scorecards compared with 
their partners. Ideally it would show which scorecards contain discrepancies together, with the 
ability to edit on that screen.  
 
Once scoring is completed, Carol the scoring coordinator vets results. Currently this is quite a 
manual process. Ideally, Carol would have a report that shows her overall scoring and 
comparisons between scoring teams. 
 
Once results are prepared, Jennifer begins report generation. Some reports are machine 
generated, such as individual reports are made available. This is provided to each of them 
electronically, with a very manual and time consuming process.  
 
Additional reporting is also provided to the District. Generally this is an overall aggregate of 
scores for the district, and often a summary of individuals without personal identifiers. These 
reports are generated manually as well. Anna gets a .csv dump and massages the data to 
produce a variety of reports - most particularly a chart in Excel that shows district averages, 
averages by secondary and primary schools, and comparisons to national averages. 
 
These reports are supplied to the district. They are also inserted into PowerPoint slides. At the 
end of each assessment, results are formally reported to the district in a presentation (often 
virtually).  
 
Before Anna closes out the project, she needs to generate a report that shows how many 
assessments each consultant completed so that she can make sure that Shana and Laura get 
paid. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0ViFkAkp73JOFlWVDQtcUZhcTA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B6_QG0-70ZGeUkdXLThCcXllSkk

